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Abstract
This report provides an account of the 2016 caving expedition to the Tresviso area of
the Eastern Massif in the Picos de Europa of Northern Spain.
The 2016 expedition was undertaken with collaboration between a number of UK
based caving clubs and the Spanish AD KAMI club, under the name of the Tresviso
Caves Project.
As per previous years the majority of work was concentrated on the resurgence cave
of Cueva del Nacimiento, a 12km cave system with a height gain of over 495m from
the entrance. The catchment of this cave totals 37 km2 and, if linked with known
entrances high in the Eastern Massif, would create a potential 1500m+ deep
underground traverse.
The main effort in 2016 was to continue work in the furthest reaches of the cave,
around the areas known as Death Race 2000, Die Hard and Jurassic World. A series
of steep ramps lead to the highest known points in the cave and a number of leads
were investigated at these highest points.

Picture: View North from San Carlos, Andara (Phil Walker).
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Introduction
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of
three main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern
Massif (Andara) that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society
(LUSS) in the early 1970s.
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento
(Cueva del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this was
pushed to around the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found.

Picture: Entrance, Cueva del Nacimiento (Russ Brooks).
LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and
sought caves that would drop into the Nacimiento system and hopefully create a
record-breaking 1500m traverse. They found a number of deep caves around this
‘top camp’ area. Sara, Tere, Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable
depths, but the connection remained elusive.
In 1986 / 87 the South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) and LUSS briefly turned their
attention back to Nacimiento and investigated a number of sumps and pushed a
bold steeply ascending ramp gaining over 200m of height, at the back end of the
Nacimiento system with a number of leads left unexplored.
1

Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del
Agua. All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua.
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In 2011, following a number of successful lightweight trips around the Andara region,
SWCC returned to Nacimiento to re-investigate the possibilities of mounting remote
trips to the furthest regions of the cave, in particular to re-climb the steep ramps
discovered in the 80’s. The ramps proved to be quite demanding undertakings but
the limit of previous exploration was reached and the cave set up ready for a
combined diving and climbing objective in 2012.
In 2012 a large SWCC expedition mounted a successful dive of the far upstream
sump in Nacimiento, not dived since 1986, extending the sump by another 80m and
down to a depth of -46m, a serious technical achievement at such a remote site.
Additionally, the Death Race 2000 chamber was explored discovering a way down
past the previous limit of exploration to find over 700m of new passage.
In 2014 another SWCC expedition continued work around the Teeth of Satan and
Death Race 2000 chamber, including initial climbing of the Wet Aven and discovering
more leads in the Hellsmouth region.
In 2015 the expedition became known as the Tresviso Caves Project, owing to the
number of different clubs involved in the exploration. Work continued in
Nacimiento finding more cave passage above the Death Race 2000 chamber,
extending the cave by 1km and reaching a new height of 486m above the entrance.

Picture: Main stream way, Cueva del Nacimiento (Russell Brooks).
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Expedition Aims
The main objectives of the 2016 expedition were:
Cueva del Nacimiento – Die Hard – Jurassic World
The 2015 expedition successfully reached the highest known point in the cave, the
Jurassic World, with a number of leads to progress
•
•
•

Sandy dig at end of Jurassic World
Multiple climbs in Jurassic World
Multiple climbs in Die Hard

Cueva del Nacimiento – Pina Colada Bypass
A 3-10m rift near the Pina Colada sump and is unexplored
Cueva del Nacimiento – Teeth of Satan – Wet Aven
The 2014 expedition partly climbed a promising aven, part way up the Teeth of Satan
ramps. The aven requires completion

Picture: The Wet Aven Cueva del Nacimiento (Joe Daniels).
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Cueva del Nacimiento
A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive
descriptions and surveys can be found in previous reports2 and the expedition
website3.
The following sections summarise the main discoveries made on the 2016 expedition.
Further details of the exploration and discovery are described in Appendix G:
Expedition Log.

The Dinosaur Aven, Jurassic World
The Dinosaur Aven, is a large obvious aven that marks the end of the Die Hard
passage and the start of the Jurassic World section, in the furthest reaches of Cueva
del Nacimiento.

Survey: Location of the “Dinosaur Aven”, Cueva del Nacimiento.

2

"Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987)
3
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/Describe/Tresviso/agua.html
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The first part of the aven is 20m high, a further 10m rift in the aven leads to an
obvious window that overlooks Jurassic World, 20m below.
The main aven continues for another 30m with a number of ledges. At the top of
this section the passage starts to narrow to a small crack. This has been widened
and leads to a tight meander for approximately 10m to a constriction.

Picture: Base of Dinosaur Aven, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).
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Survey: Dinosaur Aven, Cueva del Nacimiento.
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The Wet Aven, Teeth of Satan
The Wet Aven is located near the start of a series of steep climbs located near the
Hall of the Green Domino. Starting as a vertical climb out of the Hall of the Green
Domino a ramp of nearly 100m which is split into two obvious sections, leads to the
Teeth of Satan. Just before the passage levels out at the actual Teeth of Satan
formation, a short climb of approximately 5m marks the area of the Wet Aven.

Survey: Location of the “Wet Aven”, Cueva del Nacimiento.
A small stream enters via the aven and an obvious ledge can be seen approximately
27m up the aven.
In 2014 the aven was climbed for approximately 15m before an increase in water
levels stopped progress.
In 2016 the aven was climbed once more, past the ledge, to 40m high. At this point
the aven becomes more rift like and can be free climbed with good naturals. A short
up pitch leads to a cross rift, the right hand passage closing down quickly, but the
other way breaks out into another rift (3x x 5m) and a 10m aven. The top of this
aven then leads to two more small ‘up’ pitches, with the final section reaching a
constriction at the top
The ongoing lead requires some digging / capping of a small amount of calcite and is
fairly wet as a small stream enters at this point. A draught and small stream enters
through the constriction and it would appear to be a chamber (with a good echo)
and another aven above, approximately 10m high.
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The aven and subsequent pots total over 60m in height and the avens are currently
rigged all the way to beneath the final constriction

Survey: The Wet Aven, Cueva del Nacimiento.
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I’m Not into Yoga, Die Hard
Just beyond the Death Race 2000 traverse, heading into the Die Hard passage a
squeeze on the right can be passed to the base of a rift, with numerous calcite
mushroom formations. The rift can be climbed to a height of over 60m to a tight
continuation (with no draught).
A ledge approximately 18m up the rift, leads to two side passages, one closing down
almost immediately and the other leading back down to the Die Hard passage, rejoining approximately 20m further along from the start of I’m Not into Yoga.

Survey: I’m Not into Yoga, Cueva del Nacimiento.
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Joe’s Crack, Death Race 2000
Directly behind the Death Race 2000 camp, in the vicinity of An Evening Stroll is a
descending rift that emits a constant draught. The rift starts as a 20m climb down,
on brittle ledges, to a right angle bend. A further pitch could be seen beyond but is
not descended.
The passage heads away from Death Race 2000, in a NE direction (back towards the
entrance).

Survey: Joe’s Crack, Cueva del Nacimiento.

The Sandy Hole, Jurassic World
At the highest and furthest point of the known cave, at the end of the Jurassic World
series, is a small hole, with a draught emerging. This was tackled on the very first
trip to the back end. The passage is initially very sandy and easy to dig. However,
soon after large amounts of calcite blocks were encountered. The digging continued
for around 4 hours but with no major progress before the lead was abandoned.
Digging this passage would require a considerable amount of time and manpower.
Alternatively, more ‘explosive’ techniques would need to be employed.
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Picture: The Sandy Hole, Cueva del Nacimiento (Gareth Davies).

Sand or Smeg Chamber, Die Hard
Approximately 25m after the Death Race 2000 traverse, heading along the Die Hard
passage is a small climb on the left. This is an easy climb to Sand or Smeg chamber, a
large, but short passage consisting of a collapse at both ends.
A bit further beyond the start of Sand or Smeg Chamber, within the obvious Die Hard
meanders it may be possible to push a short climb into a rift above the meander,
however, this probably connects to the Dinosaur Aven further along, but was not
attempted.
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Survey: Sand or Smeg Chamber, Cueva del Nacimiento.

The Howling Hole
The Howling Hole is located just past the Hole in the Wall, a third of the way through
the cave. An awkward up pitch (in part against a moon milk flake) leads to a nice
section of passage with a small set of pools. The Howling Hole itself no longer
howls, but a sizable draft is emitted from a small sump located at the base of the
passage, presumably as the water has dropped since the original discovery. The
2011 expedition examined this lead and concluded that only a long term digging
project would pass the sump.
However, there is passage above this section of cave and this was explored in 2016.
Two potential leads were explored. The first is a small inclined crawl through
moonmilk that quickly terminates. The second is a aven of smooth calcite deposits
for about 8m, this reaches a chamber with a further 3m aven climb.
The top of the aven has a small calcite ledge with a low crawl through to another
small chamber, full of helictites. The chamber also contains several dead moths and
would suggest that the passage is very close to the surface. There is a slight draught
in the chamber but no way on.
The top ridge of the Sierra del a Corta is approximately 250m vertically above this
point. However, the surface on the west side of the Sierra del a Corta is only 150m
horizontally, in a straight line.
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Survey: The Howling Hole, Cueva del Nacimiento.
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I Love Horses, Consort Hall
First explored in 2015, in the rift 20m before the 12m pitch down to Consort Hall is
the start of the I Love Horses ramp. This begins as a climb out of the rift for 10m to a
60m ramp to a slippy calcite ramp with a natural and bolt.
An obvious continuation is followed up a short calcite climb, best taken on the left.
This needs 8m hand line which can be rigged from a stal. Beyond the climb, the
passage opens out into a 4x20m chamber with impressive formations. At the far end
another ramp leads up to a calcite choke. This can be passed by a very tight squeeze
Morning Sickness on the right.
Beyond the squeeze is an 11m calcite ramp that chokes. No way on.
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Sistema Castillo
Sistema Castillo is the Spanish name given to a collection of caves that link together
underneath the Minas de Mazarrassa area of Andara, including Pozo del Castillo,
Pozo Natacha, Segura 2 and Torca la Reloj (Clockwork Pot). Historically, these caves
have been documented as distinct caves as and when they were discovered and
have inconsistently been described in relation to the overall system.
This section of the report attempts to put the major caves4 into a more systematic
and comprehensive format.

Sistema Castillo5 – main entrances
Cave
Pozo del Castillo

Alternate Names
T145

Zone Altitude Easting
30T
1870
0360524

Castillo 2

FT17

30T

1850

0360530

4785540

Castillo 3
Castillo 4
Castillo 5
Pozo Natacha6

FT16
Segura 2
Segura 1

30T
30T
30T

1830
1837
1820
N/A

0360500
0360484
0360470
N/A

4788560
4785476
4785570
N/A

T304 - Clockwork
Pot

30T

1850

0360547

4785426

Torca del Reloj
T303

30T
1850
0360547
Table: Sistema Castillo main entrances, WGS-84 datum.

Northing
4785376

4785426

General Directions
Starting from the refugio Caseton de Andara (‘The White House’), follow the obvious
track above the refugio with markings for Pozo de Andara (‘Lake Depression’). At the
obvious junction (before reaching the lake depression proper) take the left hand
path that zig zags up the side of the mountain. The track passes many holes and
ruined cabanas until it reaches an obvious mined area, with fences around some of
the shafts (Minas de Mazarrassa). Continuing south follow the main path. After a
couple of switchbacks on the track, the ground levels out before a further small
ascent to an obvious large open pothole (Pozo Castillo) on the left. All the entrances
are around this area, west of the Castillo de Grajal peak.

4

The Mazarassa mine area is riddled with other entrances of which a large number will probably
connect to Sistema Castillo.
5
GPS coordinates for Castillo II (FT17), Castillo III (FT16) and Castillo V (Segura 1) are taken from
Cantabria Subterranea (2010) and are incorrect, placing them approx. 100m north of the actual
location. These sites need logging again. Pozo Castillo, Torca la Reloj and Segura 2 have been relogged in 2016 and are correct.
6
There is no natural entrance to Pozo Natacha, it can be entered via Pozo Castillo or Castillo IV
(Segura 2)
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Pozo del Castillo (T145, Castillo I)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360524 y: 4785376 z: 1870m
Location
See general directions at start of section.
Description
The large (8m x 15m) open entrance is 13m deep to a floor of boulders and a snow
plug in the middle. An obvious opening on the southern wall drops down to the
second pitch of 15m with more modest dimensions. Over the top of the second
pitch are numerous mine workings that require re-exploration and surveying.

Picture: Pozo del Castillo entrance (Duncan Hornby).
At the bottom of the pitch, straight ahead leads up a short climb to two flooded
passages, turn right down a mine passage, with wooden steps, for 20m to a junction
and turn right again. The routes straight on and up are unsurveyed and should be
revisited. There is approximately 1km of passage in this area.
After another 30m the main Pozo del Castillo junction is met. Straight on leads to
the Segura 2 entrance and right leads to Pozo Natacha.
Left at the junction is the main way into Pozo del Castillo, the mine passage descends
downwards past stacked deads and contains a strong draught. Two passages on the
left, after 10m and 40m are unexplored. The passage turns and trends north for
25m before turning left. A 3m climb on the right leads to a small chamber with a
deep pool. On the far side of the pool the in mine passage continues, half flooded,
this has not been pushed to a conclusion.
Page | 20
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The main Castillo passage continues and passes a small crawl on the right, this leads
to a descending tight boulder filled passage for 5m to a sharp left turn. The passage
then goes up via some small climbs in mine workings. Not explored.
After another 20m, in the main passage, another small crawl on the right is the way
on into Pozo del Castillo. Continuing straight on leads over a spoil pile into steeply
ascending mine workings. This was not explored but is assumed to be the Segura 1
entrance and mine workings.
The crawl is flat out and leads to a small chamber with a snow plug and large
propped boulders above. A small squeeze on the right of the snow plug leads
further into the chamber, but since the early 1980’s no one has passed this point, as
it is believed to have collapsed considerably since the initial exploration. This
collapsed area is presumed to connect to Castillo III (FT16) and Castillo II (FT17) but
is unconfirmed and not surveyed. Revisiting these other entrances would be
worthwhile, in case they provide an easier way past the blockage.
The floor of the chamber can be reached by sliding under the snow plug for about
10m, then a new drop reaches a rift, 2m wide by 3m high, The Walk of the
Metamorphosis. This leads to a pitch of 6m where the draught is very strong. The
bottom of the pitch quickly leads to another 12m pitch, with snow on one side, to
another pitch of 30m in an elongated shaft of 10m x 20m. There is possible
continuation over the top of the 30m pitch.
At the bottom there is another snow patch leading steeply down to two successive
pitches of 7m and 12m into a circular chamber of 15m diameter.
The cave then takes a sharp 90-degree bend continuing along a lightly decorated rift
before enlarging at the top of a 40m pitch. There a series of parallel pitches over the
top of the 40m pitch that connect back at the base.
At the bottom of the 40m pitch is a 3m climb, followed by two superb cylindrical
pitches of 7m and 10m. The cave drops another several metres before continuing in
a large passage, The Whistling Meander, 2m wide by 5m high for 100m. The cave
then starts to narrow to a small trickle of water coming in from an impenetrable inlet
and downstream leads to a final rift, Thatcher’s Squeeze at -293m.
There is a loud sound of water from beyond the final rift and a very strong draught
throughout this section.
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Survey: Sistema Castillo, Mazarrasa Mines, Andara.
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Pozo Natacha
There is no natural entrance to Pozo Natacha7, it can be entered via Pozo del Castillo
or Castillo IV (Segura 2) with the latter being the easiest and quickest entry point. The
following description assumes entry via this route.
Location
Left hand passage at the main Pozo del Castillo junction, when entering from the
Castillo IV (Segura 2) entrance.
Description
The Castillo IV (Segura 2) entrance is a driven mine adit 2m x 2m. The first 30m is in
knee deep water before becoming dry and continues for another 70m to the main
Pozo del Castillo junction.
Taking the left hand junction leads immediately to a wooden ladder on the right.
This leads up a number of difficult climbs to further mine workings and a dangerous
collapsed winch platform above the first Pozo Natacha pitch. The pitch head is
unstable and it is not recommended to descend the pitch from this point. There are
a number of passages in this area that have not been surveyed and the
completeness of exploration is unknown.

7

This is contrary to parts of the 1981 Les Speleo Dromois report, which suggested Pozo Natacha
begins with two pitches from the surface. However, on investigation this is due to confusion at
original exploration, and subsequent inaccuracies on surveys. The entrance and two pitches shown on
some surveys and described in the 1981 report are actually the first pitches in Pozo del Castillo, but
incorrectly assumed to be a new cave. This mistake has been rectified in some literature, but not all.
For the purposes of this report and going forward the overall system and main entrance is referred to
as Pozo del Castillo, Pozo Natacha is a sub-series of pitches within the main complex.
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Picture: Pozo Natacha upper series (Russ Brooks).
Back at the junction, straight on leads, via further mined passage for 20m, to a 4m
long ledge approximately half way down the main pitch with the winch platform high
above. The pitch is a large and impressive shaft of 30m, from this point, with
dimensions of 7m x 15m and is best rigged from the left hand wall in two sections,
down to a ledge 8m below and re-belay over the lip to get a clean hang to the
bottom. A 35m rope is sufficient.
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Picture: First 30m pitch in Pozo Natacha (Phil Walker).
From the bottom a loose scree slope is carefully descended to a short meandering
rift which turns to the right. The rift opens up after a few meters and a 4m drop
lands on a ledge in the rift. The rift is followed in the same direction by climbing 23m onto a wedged boulder. Care should be taken as the floor is not solid
From the top of the boulder the meandering rift is followed at approximately the
same height for around 6-7 meters until it opens up and an obvious stance which
allows a clean hang to the sloping debris covered floor approximately 5-6m below. A
10m rope is sufficient.
From the bottom of the slope the rift can be seen to continue ahead at the same
level but the way on is to descend through the narrow slot at floor level. A hang of
approximately 3-4m allows a tight descent onto a wedged rock where a re-belay can
be set. A clean hang can be achieved for the remaining 10m but care must be taken
on the return as hauled bags can dislodge loose debris on the walls. A 15-20m rope
is preferable to allow the loose slope at the bottom of the pitch to be descended or
ascended more easily on the return.
From the bottom of the slope a small step up gains entry to a chamber opposite
which affords some protection from falling debris above and at this point it is safe for
the next caver to descend the scree slope at the pitch head and the full pitch.
Another meander, approximately 1m high, is followed for 50m initially at floor level,
to a tight squeeze at the top of a 17m pitch (20m rope). At the bottom of this
circular shaft a small hole in the floor can be seen in opposite. Care should be taken
descending as it’s not entirely obvious what is supporting the wedged blocks. A clean
hang is not possible and it is mostly an assisted climb / squeeze. The descent can be
taken in 2 parts, the first 2-3m drops into a small chamber which allows bags to be
passed down and a second ‘Y’ hang drops a further 2-3m through a slot into a
descending rift.
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The rift is followed for 20-30m to the head of an 8m pitch which lands in 4m wide
aven. The cave at this point is -133m deep. Above the last pitch is a small aven with
water entering, this is the final pitch of Torca del Reloj (T304 – Clockwork Pot).
A small active stream way is encountered at this point and leads after 10m to the
edge of a spray lashed 20m pitch (6m in diameter), best rigged on the right. At the
bottom quickly leads to a 50m pitch.
At the bottom of the pitch a short rift leads to a 25m pitch that is split into two
sections and then another 15m pitch (both can be rigged with a 65m rope). The
stream disappears down an impenetrable rift at the base of the pitch.
A small ledge on the right gives access to a crumbling fossil rift for 30m, then a
descent of meandering ledges of 12m and 7m (rig with a 45m rope from top), leading
to a pitch of 25m in a smooth sided shaft, with water entering at one side. At the
bottom is small rift ending in a very tight squeeze above an 8m pitch. At the bottom
the rift continues before becoming too tight at -282m.
There is a strong draught in evidence throughout the cave and the end is only 50m
south and 11m higher than the current end of Pozo del Castillo.
The French exploration in 1981 was fairly thorough but further exploration over the
tops of the pitches or chemical persuasion at the current end may pay dividends.
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Castillo II (FT17)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360530 y: 4785540 z: 1850m (approx.)

Castillo III (FT16)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360500 y: 4788560 z: 1830m (approx.)
Location
Just past the obvious fenced mine area (Minas de Mazarassa) on obvious track on
the right, before the start of the switchbacks ascending to Pozo Castillo, leads along
the east hand side of the Pozo de Andara (Lake Depression). The track splits with the
left hand route going to Segura 2 and the right hand route continuing to Segura 1.
FT16 and FT17 are both located directly east and slightly above the Segura 1
entrance.
Description
Castillo II (FT17) is a large entrance of 10m x 5m that leads to a 20m pitch.
Castillo III (FT16) is a 20m pitch. The passage continues at the bottom for 10m to a
snow plug at the top of a 40m pitch. The pitch connects at the bottom to Pozo del
Castillo (this may be the snow / rock collapse currently blocking the way on in Pozo
del Castillo.
At -5m on the 40m pitch is a winch platform.
At -12m there is a vocal connection between Castillo III (FT16) and Castillo II (FT17).
At -15m a system of mine galleries connects to Castillo V (Segura 1).
At -20m a series of mine galleries has a connection with the crawls in T145 (around
700m). One of these crawls also connects back to Castillo IV (Segura 2) via a small
50cm x 30cm natural section of passage.
Note: This description is based on a translated version of the 1981 report by Les
Speleois Dromis and the accuracy is unverified.
Both of these caves should be revisited and surveyed as potentially they may also
bypass the current collapses in Pozo Castillo and provide access to the main cave.
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Castillo V (Segura 1)
WGS84 UTM – x: 360470 y: 4785570 z: 1820m (approximately)

Castillo IV (Segura 2)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360484 y: 4785476 z: 1837m
Location
Just past the obvious fenced mine area (Minas de Mazarassa) on obvious track on
the right, before the start of the switchbacks ascending to Pozo del Castillo, leads
along the east hand side of the Pozo de Andara (Lake Depression). The track splits,
with the left hand route leading to an obvious small spoil heap containing the
entrance to Castillo IV (Segura 2).
Continuing on the main track leads to the Castillo V (Segura 1) entrance. (Segura 1
should be revisited and surveyed as potentially it may bypass the current collapses
in Pozo Castillo and provide access to the main cave.)

Picture: Segura 2 entrance, with route shown (Phil Walker).
Description
The driven mine adit is 2m x 2m and continues for the first 30m in knee deep water.
After another 20m the passage bends to the south and continues for another 50m,
passing a flooded section on the right with a wooden gangway. The passage then
meets the main Castillo junction;
•
•
•
•

Left and straight leads to the main way on into Pozo Natacha,
Left and up (via wooden ladder) leads to the upper Pozo Natacha series,
Straight on leads to the Pozo Castillo entrance pitches,
Right and down leads to the main way on into Pozo Castillo.
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Torca del Reloj - (T304 Clockwork Pot)
WGS84 UTM – x: 360547 y: 4785426 z: 1850m
Location
The entrance lies in an obvious rubble floored depression on the right of the track,
on the way to T145, just before track bends to the west. Two further holes on the
right of the track before the entrance also drop into the cave.
The entrance is a hole under a rock wall at the base of the depression.
Description
A short crawl in through the entrance leads to a chamber. Across the chamber leads
to the base of the other two entrances.
To the right however leads to a short drop into a 1m wide rift which traverses to the
first pitch of 4m. A hole in the floor below this is a blind 15m pitch
Further traversing from the base of the 4m pitch leads to Storrytime, a superb 83m
pitch, landing in a roomy chamber.
The way on is down through boulders to a short length of narrow passage to a 5m
pitch, this pitch enters Pozo Natacha at approximately -133m depth.

T303
WGS84 UTM – x: 360547 y: 4785426 z: 1850m (approximately)
Location
Immediately right of the track, 15m opposite Torca del Reloj, in the same
depression.
Description
A crawl for a few feet leads into a crouching sized chamber. A hole in the left hand
wall leads to a large shaft, with a 7 second drop. Extensive hammering is needed to
allow descent. There is an oral connection with Torca del Reloj.
The proximity of this entrance to Torca del Reloj would suggest that the ‘7 second
drop’ is most likely the same shaft as Storrytime (83m), but this is unconfirmed.
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Cueva de la Marniosa
WGS84 30T x: 0361359 y: 4790462 z: 950m.
A full description of Cueva de la Marniosa is not provided here, but a comprehensive
description and survey can be found in previous reports.8
Yorkshire Inlet
Follow the main Marniosa stream way upstream for 700m until two obvious climbs
are reached. The second climb of 3m marks the start of the Yorkshire Inlet passage,
on the right of the passage, just above the stream way. The easiest way is via an
obvious 1m high passage, a low crawl on the right, 3m further along, is a flat out
crawl in water that connects to the same passage.
The main passage is largely easy walking, in a small stream, for 20m to a sharp left
bend. The passage continues for another 40m before another sharp left, followed by
a sharp right. After another 20m the passage height starts to dramatically increase.
A junction is then met, left leads to a flat out crawl in water (possibly sumped). This
was unexplored.
The height of the right hand passage increases further, terminating in the Bradford
Aven, a 50m high aven with a small amount of water entering.
The Yorkshire Inlet passage heads almost directly north, under the Sobra Valley and
the top of the Bradford Aven lies approximately 100m south and 300m below the
small obvious peak at the head of the valley.

Picture: The Bradford Aven, Cueva de la Marniosa (Phil Walker).
8

"An Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979)
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Survey: Yorkshire Inlet, Cueva de la Marniosa.

T592 Cueva del Valledal
WGS84 30T x: 0365351 y: 4791266 z:1080m.
Cueva del Valledal is an obvious cheese cave on the La Cuesta ridge to the north east
of Tresviso. There are no markings on the cave entrance or documented reports in
journals, to denote exploration by LUSS. However, given the comprehensive work in
the area by LUSS, it is assumed the cave had been visited before by cavers.
Location
Follow the PR. PNPE-29 path to San Esteban, starting behind the Tresviso church.
Follow the path past two obvious cabanas on the right and carry on until the viewing
point and path way marker. The official path now heads down steeply, however,
before this turn 90 degrees north and head up the La Cuesta ridge for 300m, heading
toward the obvious gap in the ridge. The entrance is hidden from view until arriving
at the ridge, and can be found at the base of the cliff.
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Picture: Entrance to Cueva del Valledal (Phil Walker).
Description
A triangular hole 3m long by 3m high. A small 3m climb down leads to a small
boulder strewn chamber. Left at the chamber leads to a low 20m passage decorated
with old stalactites. The right hand side of the chamber is walled up, with an old
door frame the way on into the main cave.
Through the door, the cave slops down steeply into the main passage which trends
north east with an average passage width of 10m. At the foot of the entrance slope
is a 10m blind pitch.
The main passage continues for 30m through numerous old collapsed cheese racks.
A 5m pitch on the right 10m along the passage is blind. The main passage continues
up a 5m flowstone ramp and continues along a ledge past old formations on the
right.
The cave continues for another 65m, through more old cheese racks to terminate at
a blank wall.
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Picture: Cheese racks in Cueva del Valledal (Russ Brooks).

Survey: Cueva Valledal, Tresviso.
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T516 - Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca (Cowshead Cavern)
WGS84 30T x: 362314 y: 4790563 z: 894m.
History
The cave was first discovered in 1986 by SWCC and explored to sump 3. Post-1996
unknown cavers passed sump 3, 4 and 5. A 6th sump remains un-dived.
N.B. No comprehensive description of the cave has previously been published so is
included here for completeness along with an updated survey including some possible
leads discovered on the 2016 expedition.
Location
In the Sobra Valley, follow the main track down into the valley, as if heading towards
Cueva del Marniosa. Just before Marniosa, where the track splits, take the left hand
track down to the obvious cabanas in a clearing. Turn east and head back down the
valley (as if returning to Tresviso). The path leads down through a stream to an
obvious resurgence on the left.
The cave is located on the northern side of the Sobra Valley and would appear to be
a resurgence for caves on the western end of the Tresura range
Description
The entrance is a large (8m wide x 3m high) opening with an immediate junction.
The right hand route ends almost immediately at a sealed door of an active cheese
cave. The main way is to the left following the stream passage upstream. After
about 10m the passage lowers to a flat out crawl in water (often sumped). However,
the way on is on the right and up, through a small awkward eyehole, that enters a
boulder choke. A hands and knees crawl for about 5m leads to another climb up
further into the boulder choke. Turning left here and heading down a small ramp
and then up the other side, enters a small chamber with the remains of the calcite
‘Cowshead’.
The main way on is to the left in the boulder choke. The boulder choke is loose in
places and care should be taken. Generally staying on the left hand side of the choke
is best and after about 10m an obvious climb down re-joins the stream way.
The stream way soon lowers once more and progress through it is damp and
awkward. Climbing to the right leads to some well decorated gour pools and an
easier way to bypass the stream. A number of climbs and drops are passed, staying
high over a 5m drop into the stream, until an obvious climb down re-joins the stream
once more.
The stream way continues with many impressive formations for another 50m until
an obvious collapse area is reached. Straight on and up leads to a 15m climb to
continuing passage, not explored. Right at the collapse ascends up above the
stream for 10m. There are two climbs on the right, approximately 15m high that
have only been partially explored to continuing passage.
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A number of climbs down reach a small chamber in the stream with a knee deep
pool. The stream way emerges from a tight rift on the left, this can be bypassed by a
3m climb up calcite flowstone at the start of the rift. At the top of the climb is a
large passage leading to a 5m overlooking sump 1. On the right just before the sump
is a sand filled tube heading down at 45 degrees. Excavation of the sand may
provide a bypass the sump, but it would currently appear to be heading down into
the sump.
Sump 1 is a 100m long sump, reaching a depth of -9m before slowly ascending. An
air bell is passed 50m into the sump. The sump surfaces in open passage. An
unexplored passage is located on the right just after the sump. The main stream
continues for another 100m to sump 2, a 4m dive at a depth of -2m.
Sump 2 surfaces into further open stream way for 500m to a large chamber,
approximately 50m wide by 25m long x 70m high. At the far side of the chamber is
the way on, passing a route on the right that leads too approximately 150m of
passage
Straight on leads to an 8m climb up with the stream entering. At the top of the climb
sump 3 is encountered almost immediately.
A 22m aven next to sump 3 has been climbed, leading to a junction, one way leads
back to a 40m into the main chamber. The other way lead to an 8m pitch, followed
by a ramp and a 3m climb up to another 100m of passage. This area has not been
surveyed.
Sump 3 (length unknown) reaches a depth of -30m before surfacing. After only 5m
sump 4 is encountered.
At some point (post 1996)9 it would appear the sump 4 has been passed to sump 5
and there is a small un-dived sump 6 at the limit of exploration.

9

Cantabria Subterranea (2010), Jose Leon Garcia, pg. 754.
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Survey: T516 Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca, Sobra Valley.

Picture: The ‘cows head’, T516 Cueva de la Cabeza de Vaca (Duncan Hornby).
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T510 - Cueva del Entre Cuetos
WGS84 30T x: 360869 y: 4788182 z: 1305m.
A full description of T510 Cueva del Entre Cuetos is not provided here, but a
comprehensive description and survey can be found in previous reports.10
Cueva del Entre Cuetos was rigged at the start of the expedition, with a view to
reinvestigate the current limit of exploration. A small immature stream way gets
gradually smaller and the plan was to try and get a ‘smaller’ caver past the
restriction. The passage was pushed around another corner but the dimensions of
the passage did not change. Exploration was inconclusive, but it would definitely
require further digging and small cavers to progress.

T190 – Torca Septrin
WGS84 UTM - x: 0360096 y: 4786447 z: 1696m
A full description of T190 is not provided here, but a comprehensive description and
survey can be found in previous reports.11
Torca Septrin was also rigged early in the expedition. The current limit of the cave is
a small draughting rift. Once again exploration proved inconclusive. Further digging
is required to try and pass the current limit.

10
11

"Andara 2010". SWCC & SBSS (2010)
"Andara 2010". SWCC & SBSS (2010), “Tresviso 2014”, SWCC (2014)
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The 2016 expedition has continued to build on the successes of previous trips
advancing exploration in line with the expedition objectives and discovering a
number of new leads and over 1km of cave was surveyed on the trip.

Cueva del Nacimiento
Over 500m of new passage was discovered and surveyed in Cueva del Nacimiento
and a number of new leads identified. In addition, large sections of the cave were
re-rigged with newer rope and a lot of old rope and rubbish in the cave was
removed.
Dinosaur Aven
The main aven in Jurassic World was climbed for over 50m high. There is a slight
draught at the top but further progress would require chemical persuasion.
The Wet Aven
The aven was climbed for over 50m to a number of small pitches entering the aven.
A draught and constriction at the top holds promise for further extensions next year.
I’m Not into Yoga
Aven climbed for over 60m to tight continuation.
Joe’s Crack
Rift close to Death Race 2000 camp was descended for 20m, the passage continues
and a draught emits from the passage. Very promising lead
Sandy dig
The dig at the furthest point in Nacimiento resisted attempts to pass it. This would
require a long term assault and manpower.
Sand or Smeg Chamber
Large chamber, collapsed at both ends. No leads.
Howling Hole
Main passage climbed for another 10m to a small chamber with surface debris.
I Love Horses
The previously unclimbed 11m ramp was climbed but closed down at the top. No
leads
The following provides a list of the main leads outstanding in Cueva del Nacimiento:
Jurassic World – 4 unclimbed avens / climbs,
Jurassic World – Sandy dig – long term digging,
Jurassic World – Dinosaur Aven – possible continuation of main aven,
Die Hard – 1 unclimbed avens (possible connects to Dinosaur Aven
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Die Hard – I’m not into Yoga – narrow rift at top of aven,
Death Race - Pina Colada sump – possible dive and high level rift,
Death Race 2000 – main aven climb remains unfinished,
Death Race 2000 – Joe’s Crack – draughting rift continues down,
Teeth of Satan – Wet Aven – small hole (with echo beyond) at top of avens,
Teeth of Satan – Hellsmouth – further passages unexplored,
Dan’s Big Room – maze of unexplored passages above,
Parting Friends sump – second sump remains unfinished,
Far Upstream sump – major long term deep diving project,
Road to Certain Death sump – major deep diving project.

Sistema Castillo
The expedition concentrated mainly on a reconnaissance of Pozo Castillo and rigging
of Pozo Natacha.
Pozo Castillo
The main way on still appears to be collapsed and has been impassable since the
1980’s. A concentrated effort would be required to clear the blockage but
potentially one of the other numerous entrances in the area may provide a route
past the collapse. Pozo Castillo remains a cave with huge potential. The location and
direction of passage suggests it may be a feeder into a much larger system that takes
all the water from Pozo de Andara (The Lake Depression).
Pozo Natacha
The cave has been rigged down to the final pitch and an early trip, at the start of the
next expedition, should be able to determine the potential of progression at the
furthest point. The direction and current depth of the cave places it very close to the
end of Castillo and most likely it will connect with the hypothesised main feeder
system beyond both caves.
The following provides a list of the main leads outstanding in and around Sistema
Castillo:
Pozo Castillo – undocumented mine workings above second pitch,
Pozo Castillo – undocumented mine workings (over 1km) before main junction,
Pozo Castillo - undocumented mine workings on left after main junction,
Pozo Castillo – half flooded main passage, not explored,
Pozo Castillo – undocumented mine workings, heading up, beyond tight crawl,
Pozo Castillo – undocumented connection to Segura 1,
Pozo Castillo – continuation over the top of the 30m pitch,
Pozo Castillo – Thatcher’s Squeeze. Sound of a large volume of water from beyond
constriction,
Pozo Natacha – upper series undocumented,
Pozo Natacha – tight constriction at limit of exploration,
Castillo II (FT17) – a possible bypass / safer route into Castillo - requires resurveying,
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Castillo III (FT16) – a possible bypass / safer route into Castillo - requires resurveying,
T143 – on surface, just past Pozo del Castillo entrance, undescended 50m pitch,
T147 – undescended pitches close to Pozo del Castillo,
Blenda, Blenda II – draughting mine, north of Segura 2,
T303 – undescended pitch, requires hammering, but may lead direct into T302 Torca
del Reloj.

Picture: Expedition members 2016
L-R: Emily Mackinven, Dave Collins, Martin Groves, Dave Powlesland, Joe Daniels,
Chris Jones, Arwel Roberts, Emma Battensby, Bob Clay, Phil Walker, Derek Cousins,
Nicola Brooks, Russell Brooks, Fernando de la Fuente, Hannah Moulton, Sam Deeley,
Usman Ali, Dan Workman
Not shown: Gareth Davies, Duncan Hornby, Jason Gotel, Mesh Al Saeed, Alberto
Ortega, Mike Roberts
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In total 24 people from 6 clubs were involved in the 2016 expedition:
Bradford Pothole Club (BPC)
Emma Battensby
Russ Brooks
Nicola Brooks
Sam Deeley
Hannah Moulton
Phil Walker
Dan Workman
Cardiff Hill Divers (CHD)
Usman Ali
Meshari Al Saeed
Dave Collins
Jason Gotel
Chris Jones
Emily Mackinven
Dave Powlesland
South Bristol Speleological Society (SBSS)
Bob Clay
Arwel Roberts
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC)
Gareth Davies
Martin Groves
Duncan Hornby
Unattached
Derek Cousins
Joe Daniels
Mike Roberts
AD KAMI
Fernando de la Fuente Moreno
Grupo de Espeleologia Geologicas (GEG)
Alberto Ortega
Thanks also due to Howard Jones, Colin Boothroyd, Dave Checkley, Carolyn
Ginnever, Toby Dryden and the people of Tresviso.
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The 2016 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid,
using their exploration permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the
National Park and the Cantabrian Government.
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INCOME
Balance C/F
Deposit
Ghar Parau
Member Contribution

TOTAL COST
£1255.77
£1000.00
£400.00
£10093.23

PER PERSON
£59.80
£50.00
£19.05
£461.78

£12749.59

£590.62

TOTAL COST

PER PERSON

£4200.00
£787.50
£787.50

£200.00
£37.50
£21.00

4 people per car x £800 per car
4 people per car x £150 per car
based on 3 cars

£1323.00

£63.00

6 EUROS per night

£63.00

£3.00

£3 membership

£1575.00

£75.00

£5 per day fee

Beal 8.5mm 200m x 3

£701.25

£33.39

150x 7mm Maillons

£375.00

£17.86

150x Petzl Coudee
Tackle Bags x 4

£360.00
£224.00

£17.14
£10.67

Dry Bags x 10
Tiger 10mm dynamic
70m

£126.16

£6.01

£127.18

£6.06

Insurance

£1200.00

£100.00

TOTALS

£12749.59

£590.62

TOTALS
EXPENDITURE
Transport
Ferries
Fuel
Breakdown cover

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

Accommodation
Youth Hostel
YH Membership
Catering
Day Fee
Group Equipment

Misc.
approximately £100 per person
(dependent on insurer)
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The original locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s expeditions are largely inaccurate
when plotted into modern GPS devices. The following are either new sites or older
entrances re-logged.
This information is being collated and published on the expedition website.
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/
Cave

Zone

T148

Area
Mazarrassa

Altitude
1912m

Easting
0360556

Northing

T146

Mazarrassa

1906m

0360554

4785295

Mazarrassa

30T
30T

T153

1906m

0360517

4785247

T150

Mazarrassa

30T

1885m

0360535

4785356

T154 (Cuesta)

Mazarrassa

30T

1835m

0360668

4785503

T144 (Rosario)

Mazarrassa

30T

1788m

0360636

4785707

Segura 2

Mazarrassa

30T

1837m

0360484

4785476

T60512

Mazarrassa

30T

1875m

0360570

4785381

T606

Mazarrassa

30T

1896m

0360535

4785335

T700

Sierra del a Corta

30T

1298m

0362289

4787482

T701

Sierra del a Corta

30T

1357m

0362289

4787479

Middle Camp

Sierra del a Corta

30T

1093m

0362773

4788170

T703

Tresviso

30T

826m

0365382

4790908

T 592 Cueva del
Valledal

Tresviso

30T

1080m

0365351

4791266

2.36

Sara Depression

30T

1911m

0361795

4785032

T?85

30T

2066m

0361937

4784763

2.33

Sara Depression
Sara Depression

30T

1881m

0361767

4785079

Unknown

Sara Depression

30T

1860m

0361712

4785093

2.31

Sara Depression

30T

1845m

0361681

4785100

S1

2057m
0361922
Samelar
30T
Table: 2016 grid locations, WGS-84 datum.

4784771

30T

4785269

Additionally, the large collection of old and new survey data is being updated,
modernised and stored with the UK national cave registry archive (http://caveregistry.org.uk/) under the Andara dataset.

12

T605, T606 are located in the same mine areas as the others and will most definitely have been
logged and explored previously. However, no markings remain on the entrances, so it is not easy to
determine historic information.
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The following table details the passage explored and surveyed during the 2016
expedition:
Cave
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Marniosa
Cueva de Valledal
Cueva de la Lanza de
Cristal

Survex Name
the_dinosaur_aven
the_dinosaur_aven (2)
the_dinosaur_aven (3)
wetaven
wetaven (2)
joes_crack
sand_or_smeg_chamber
iam_not_into_yoga
HowlingHole
Clapham_Ruin
yorkshireinlet
T592_CuevaValledal

Date
27/07/16
30/07/16
02/08/16
01/08/16
03/08/16
01/08/16
02/08/16
02/08/16
03/08/16
01/08/16
01/08/16
04/08/16

Surveyors
CJ, HM, GD
AR, MS, DP
HM, CJ, JD
EB, SD, DW, UA
AR, DW
HM, CJ, JD
HM, CJ, JD
HM, CJ, JD
DP, SD, DW
DJC, DH
PW, FF, DC
PW, NB

T593_LanzaCristal

30/07/16

MG, JG

TOTALS

Length
63.13
35.92
11.55
41.90
2313
47.46
33.77
121.10
118.5
66.75
142.52
163.5
15014
1011.9

Table: 2016 surveying data.

Picture: Surveying in Cueva Valledal (Russell Brooks).
13
14

Grade 1 only
Grade 1 only
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The 2016 expedition was sponsored by the following:

Mark Wright Training Ltd: discounted gear order

Bradford Pothole Club: donated rope, loan of sleeping bags
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Usman Ali [UA], Meshari Al Saeed (MA), Emma Battensby (EB), Nicola Brooks (NB),
Russell Brooks (RB), Bob Clay (BC), Dave Collins [DC], Derek Cousins [DJC], Joe Daniels
(JD), Gareth Davies (GD), Sam Deeley (SD), Fernando de la Fuente (FF), Jason Gotel
[JG], Martin Groves [MG], Duncan Hornby (DH), Chris Jones [CJ], Emily Mackinven
[EM], Hannah Moulton [HM], Alberto Ortega (AO), Dave Powlesland (DP), Arwel
Roberts (AR), Mike Roberts (MR), Phil Walker (PW), Dan Workman (DW)
Thursday 21st July
Cueva del Nacimiento – Setup
MG, DC, CJ
Packed camp gear (sleeping bags etc.). An efficient and early start saw us at Agua by
14.00. Rigging dingy, Clapham Junction rescue dump and traverse line. Re-rigged
Brain Baru’s Place. DC left his over suit at the top of the path down, CJ retrieved. DC
thinks the cave is quite dark...
Cueva de Entre Cuetos – Rigging
DJC, UA, EM, JG
Visited the cheese cave (Cueva de Entre Cuetos). Derek rigged the first two pitches
(having rigged them some 20 years earlier). Usman did SRT in a cave for the first
time. Third pitch turned into a bit of a challenge. We sent our most experienced
person down, Jason. From when Derek remembered there is an extra rebelay near
the top of the pitch which was used, then the original rebelay, used and then the
deviation was missing- possibly broken. Jason tried to put a bolt in but the rock was
hard. The dust compacted into the spit and made it impossible to finish. Jason used
a different spit and bolt from a hanger to put the spit in- neat solution. Much
confusion was afforded when Jason (still 20m high) took a piss; we are struggling
with the how. The pitch is rigged, but after looking at the time, we came out to
return the following day...
Friday 22nd July
Cueva de Entre Cuetos – Rigging
DJC, UA, EM, JG
rd
Second trip into the Cheese cave. We all descended Sword (3 ) pitch. Nice rigging
from Jason. The next two pitches were rigged and then the pitch into the waiting
room. After the waiting room was a squeeze that required everyone to take their
SRT kit off again. Lardy Derek was too large to fit. The next pitch was annoying; SRT
kit was put on at the top of the pitch. The three pitches were descended. A window
was seen that lead to a few metres of passage and a large chamber; way on far too
small. Some narrow passages were looked at (without out SRT kit). Various
squeezes that became too tight- maybe we got 10 metres further that the previous
exploration.
Cueva del Nacimiento - Dave Mates Long Day
MG, DC, CJ
Returned to Agua, took camping gear to Green Domino. Sump is deeper than 2015.
Re-rigged final pitch before Big Rift. Brought some junk old ropes back to Consort
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Hall. Found Gay Dave's mouldy salami, declined. MG found a lomo. DM thinks the
cave is long. And Dark.
Saturday 23rd July
Surface work
MG, CJ, UA, DC
Went to the Hirlatz. Jason kindly spotted us from the hut drinking and talking
rubbish. Big hole in the cliff, took 70m of rope but didn’t reach the entrance.
Opposite the hirlatz is a monster cavern (~50m wide). UA and DM got bored and
went home early.
PW, HM, RB and NB in transit
Sunday 24th July
Cueva del Nacimiento – Parting Friends
GD, DH, MS, DJC
Day two of searching for Parting Friends sump. We went in the right direction from
the main route in Agua. Walked past two pitches/climbs down to the main stream
way (although the stream seems to be running in the wrong direction) to a lake.
Mesh tried a traverse on the left, but a solid handhold gave way and Mesh went
splash. Sadly, Gareth wasn't filming at the time. We backed away and tried many
side passages- they all looped back to the main passage.
After many hours of looping we went back to the lake and set up a traverse line
around the right to a climb up on the far side. Above the climb the passage had a tee
junction, left was a climb down to the stream way, right went a bit further around a
corner or two to a step across a pool that forces our head into a drip of water, just
beyond this is another junction; to the right is a static sump.
Back to the drip; if you go back a few meters there is a tube in the roof that is
marked by a kit kat wrapper. We understand that this tube is a bypass that leads to
Parting Friends. Will have to return to confirm this so that the sump can be dived.
PW, HM, RB and NB arrive
Hirlatzahole – Sierra de la Corta
EB, BC, AR, MG
Had a lovely walk around the Sierra de la Corta to find the cliff in the sunshine. What
a great HOLIDAY this is going to be! Whilst Bob, Arwel and Martin played around on
the cliff face in the shade, Joe and Emma had a really hard time providing surface
support whilst extreme picnicking on tasty cheese and chorizo. Finally, some shade
appeared, and they were able to relax a little. The cliff team returned having found a
30ft?? depression in the side of the cliff with a blank wall.
Heads were dunked in the cattle trough on the walk back and the zig zags to the car
park were way longer than anyone remembered! Most importantly, Bob's car
windows and boot will open by remote control!! It's obviously impossible to walk
past the bar when returning to the village, so team beers were enjoyed.
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Monday 25th July
Pozo Castillo
PW, NB, RB, EB, MG, DH, JD
One of the secondary objectives of the expedition is to revisit the Pozo Del Castillo
cave on the Andara mountain range. This cave, and a number of interconnected
caves and mines were explored initially by the French Les Speleo Dromois (LSD) club
in in the early 1980’s. The written report at the time talked of a ‘roaring sound’ at
the limit of exploration but a return in 1987 by LUSS reported that part of the route
through, in the early part of the cave, had collapsed with snow and rock.
The depth potential to Cueva del Nacimiento is approximately 1360m and with the
encouragement of a roaring noise, possibly water or a draft, it has always been an
interesting site to revisit. A few attempts in the past year have returned with vague
descriptions of ‘yes it’s blocked’ to ‘we may have been in the wrong cave’, so it
finally came for me to go up the hill and put my mind at rest.
A large group of us went up the hill, 3 cavers (Phil, Martin and Joe) and 4 others
(Duncan, Russ, Nicola and Emma). As Castillo is made up of a number of entrances;
Pozo Castillo, Pozo Natacha, Segura 2 and Clockwork Pot, the tentative plan was for
the others to scout out, log and photograph the next entrance ready for the cavers.
My intention was that if Castillo was blocked the other entrances might provide a
way in to the system that dropped beyond the collapse.
Straight away we started to hit the same problem with ‘co-ordinates’ as previous
years. Original co-ordinates from the 70’s have an error in them so can’t be fully
trusted without converting and adding some degrees. Official co-ordinates from the
various official guidebooks seem to either have used the conversion (but without the
additional degrees) or used a set area as the official position and used for the same
cave. The most accurate way appears to be a combination of open street map
inputted co-ordinates (quite possibly scraped from the expedition website anyway)
and a handwritten LUSS map from the 80’s!
The Pozo Castillo entrance was found quickly, after a few detours, and is a large open
shaft of about 15m. Joe bolted down this and myself and Martin followed. The
bottom of the shaft is still in daylight being about 15m x 8m wide with a large snow
plug in the middle. Under one wall is a crouching size hole that leads to another 15m
pitch. This was bolted and dropped to enter the start of a complex series of mine
passages.
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Picture: Joe Daniels rigging 2nd pitch, Pozo del Castillo (Phil Walker).
A couple of side passages were ignored (straight ahead leads to a flooded
passageway) as we followed the known description to a ‘crossroads’. From this point
access to 3 of the entrances could be established. Firstly, I went straight ahead, this
lead through 200m of walking size mine passage to exit on the side of the hill,
overlooking the Lake Depression. This is Segura 2. Unable to shout to the above
ground team, I went back into the cave. Right from the crossroads, leads to another
junction with an old wooden miners ladder in place. This is Pozo Natacha. We
attempt to go up here for a while to try and find the entrance to Pozo Natacha from
below, but after a few dodgy climbs we started to encounter proper pitches (about 2
from the entrance proper). Back at the junction the other route lead to a large 30m
shaft (the top of which was encountered higher up when trying to climb out of
Natacha. This was interesting, draughty and the first natural cave passage
encountered in the system. A known system again, running almost parallel to
Castillo, to a similar depth and similar reports of drafts at the end.
Finally, we then took the left hand route at the crossroads and went in the Castillo
system proper. Around 200m of impressive mine passage, with numerous stacked
dead leads to a final flat out crawl. The reported blockage was described as here and
we quickly found it. A small slumped passage requires a flat out crawl to a small
chamber with a snow plug. Looking up is a rather scary affair, with two car engine
sized boulders perched and a bit of rotten timber and the snow plug. The left hand
side of the snow plug has started to melt and it’s possible to look down into the
chamber further and see more of the snow plug. No way we were going to get
through this today and some discussion was needed on whether we should even
attempt it. We exited the cave, regrouped and returned back home
Segura 2 – located and logged. Safest and easiest way into either Pozo Castillo or
Pozo Natacha.
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Clockwork Pot – not located, co-ordinates inaccurate from all sources. Would need
to return and use approximation from the Castillo full survey and descriptions.
Pozo Natacha – entrance not located / confirmed but enterable via Segura 2.
Pozo Castillo – still blocked, the snow is possibly melting. Would need to check how
stable the boulders are and whether it’s only the snow holding them up.
GPS (25th July - Duncan Hornby's etrex 30, using WGS84)
T148 30T 0360556 4785269 1912m
T146 30T 0360554 4785295 1906m
T153 30T 0360517 4785247 1906m
T150 30T 0360535 4785356 1885m
T154 (Cuesta) 30T 0360668 4785503 1835m
T144 (Rosario) 30T 0360636 4785707 1788m
Segura 2 30T 0360484 4785476 1837m
*T605 30T 0360570 4785381 1875m
*T606 30T 0360535 4785335 1896m
Cueva del Nacimiento – Jurassic World
CJ, HM, GD
Monday
Plod into Death Race. Picked up camping gear from Green Domino. Ate Phil’s
emergency rat packs. Slogged up the ramps and into Death Race with a few routefinding issues in the final rifts. Pleased to find ropes to water rigged. Requires two
people to collect water from the DR meander, but pitches are loose so split on the
pitches. CJ had a snooze at the base of the pitches. 11 hours to camp.
Tuesday
Went to the end of the cave. GD enjoyed the airy traverses and the meander was
tw*ttier than remembered. Re-rigged the pitch out of Die Hard into Jurassic World to
avoid the pendulum. Dumped climbing kit and headed to the end of Jurassic World….
36 hours after leaving the surface, we arrived at the dig. It didn't go. Soft sand gave
way quickly to a solid floor. GD had a valiant dig for 4 hours. HM and CJ found some
water and had a brew. Headed back to camp. 14 hours.
Big pile of cous cous, cabrales and chorizo for dinner.
Wednesday
Returned to climbing gear and had a go at the impressive Dinosaur Aven. A mix of
free and aid climbing saw HM climb to a high window as the Balrog snoozed below. A
short bout of excitement as it 'went' quickly faded as we saw our footprints in
Jurassic World 20m below us in the rift. Returned to the Dinosaur Aven, the second
bold traverse of the day lead to a high 'pool' in the aven which continues for another
20-30m up and several large openings high up. Worth returning to.
Left the rigging kit there for the next trip. 14 hours. Rum good.
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Thursday
Trip out. Filled a Hirlatz bag with rubbish on the way out. Big sack of shit!
8 hours.
Still open avens (short climbs >15m) at the far end of Jurassic World and the
Dinosaur Aven is going. A large rift at the of the Die Hard meander probably leads
back to DR, avoiding the meander. It may also go somewhere new. Don't forget the
joys of Pina Colada sump (and large open dry rift on the far side). There are now 3 or
4 of active inlets at DR or further in. Jurassic World is 360m from the surface.

Picture: Chris Jones in connecting squeeze from Dinosaur Aven into Jurassic World,
Cueva de Nacimiento (Hannah Moulton).
Tuesday 26th July
Cueva del Marniosa
DJC, DH, EM, DC
A lazy start where we cut and then packed rope for Marniosa. We entered the cave
after 3pm. The first two pitches worked well, the third pitch we found the rope just
far too long. The fourth pitch the rope was just off the floor. We went back to the
third pitch and cut the excess and made a separate traverse line. We now think the
rope reaches the bottom. Looks like the instructions missed a short pitch. We exited
at this point so that we could be alert the following day to return, finish the rigging
and start the exploration.
Cueva del Nacimiento- Consort Hall camp – Wet Aven climb

PW, MG, SD, JD
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3 days / 2-night trip to Consort Hall to explore Wet Aven and Grand Circle.
Altitudes (PW’s Suunto Ambit)
• Agua Entrance
470m
• Consort Hall
671m
• Sump
680m
• Dan’s Big Room 740m
• Wet Aven
819m
Consort Hall temp, 9 degrees (26th July), 8 degrees (27th July)
With one group already on an underground camp at Death Race and the tea slurping
and crisp munching getting on my nerves at base I decided to start on another
underground camp. A team had already taken in a second set of camping gear to
Consort Hall the day before so the team of Phil, Martin, Joe and Sam set off into
Nacimiento with 2 main objectives:
Continue aven climb of the Wet Aven, a circa 30m high aven coming in part way up
the Teeth of Satan ramps.
Revisit the Grand Circle. Although heavily explored in the 70’s, worth a revisit to see
if there were any opportunities for climbing or ‘expanding’ tight rifts
Suffering from the effects of a hangover, I entered the cave at around 3pm and
promptly wanted to leave. Every step, seemed to take forever, my bag was too
heavy and nailed to the ground, sweat pouring out of every orifice. I wanted to quit
and go home and sit on nice plumped up cushions. However, the others were having
none of it and my pleas fell on deaf ears. It took a good 2 hours for the hangover to
go before I was anywhere near able to cave effectively. However, it took around 4
hours to get to Consort Hall, which seemed rather good going given the size of the
bags we were carrying and the hangover.
Camp was the usual gritty and muddy affair, opting to use group equipment this
year, meant I didn’t have all my creature comforts, so a chillier than normal night
was received.
A late start the following day, meant a bit of a rush, but we quickly made it to the
Wet Aven. Martin and Sam staying to climb, while myself and Joe dropped back
down the ramps to the Grand Circle.
We spent a few hours crawling around in the upper part of the Grand Circle but as
feared there was nothing new that could be identified (plus it was not as ‘grand’ as
expected). A few holes down were identified but as the direction was not up and
99% certain they are the known pitches down to the stream. On the return to
Consort Hall we re-rigged a few pitches and tidied up some old rope, dragging
various bits back to camp.
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A few hours later, Martin and Sam returned. The Wet Aven was still going and had
been climbed for another 20m or so and was still going up but starting to narrow.
Lack of time forced a retreat.
Another chilly night’s sleep and then the following morning we struck camp. Myself
and Martin heading out, while Sam and Joe, took a quick look at I Love Horses; a
ramp above Consort Hall.
Out of the cave in 4 hours and then long walk up the hill.

The search for Al 2 – Sierra de la Corta
EB, BC, RB, NB
After looking at the obvious path at the bottom of the zig zags and deciding it
probably wasn’t that one. The team walked all the way around to the walled zig zag
path just before the village. On reaching the top it was clear that we were still far
from AL2 and it may have been easier found from the original path. Bob and NB
hopped around the top for a while and tried to spot things until the mist ascended
and the mission was aborted for the day. Today’s highlights: a slow worm and an
owl! And another lovely walk in the sun!
Wednesday 27th July
Cueva del Marniosa
DJC, DH
Rigged to the stream way. Left a 33m static rope just above the stream way. Took a
few photos on the way out.
Cueva del Nacimiento- Consort Hall camp – Wet Aven climb
See previous day’s entry for details

PW, MG, SD, JD

Walking holiday
EB, NB, AR, BC
A gear retrieval walk, in the morning down, to Agua. The horseflies were fed, mostly
by EB. Having retrieved gear, and had a leisurely lunch, the caving gear was taken
up to Segura 2 for the following day. It was another lovely holiday walk, with a
couple of beers at the Whitehouse and a slightly tipsy run down the valley. The pub
was calling...
Thursday 28th July
Cueva del Nacimiento- Consort Hall camp – Wet Aven climb
See previous day’s entry for details

PW, MG, SD, JD

Top Camp
DJC, DH
Walked up to Segura 2 with Bob, Arwel & Emma. Then went to find Russ and Nic.
Took a look at the mine near the green railings. It went past to junctions: junction 1:
right goes to dead end; Junction 2; right goes to dead end. We passed some rifty
cave passage on the left (not explored). We passed a drop on the right and stopped
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5 m later at a wooden bridge over a pitch (~30m). The mine tunnel continues on far
side.
Segura 2
AR, EB, BC,
Easily found the start of the pitches in Natacha after wading through some very cold
water and nearly everyone falling off the dodgy bridge. The top two pitches were
rigged leading into a tight high rift, took about 3 hours. More rope and gear required.
Only one beer at the Whitehouse today and another lovely walk down the valley.
Top pitch has a short traverse line leading to a y-hang, to a hanging rebelay on a
ledge about 6 metres down, then a 25m (?) hang to the floor against a really nice
wall. Land on a rubble slope that is descending to a rift. Traverse around the corner
to the next pitch of around 4m (might need a traverse line?)
Drill, hangers (20?) a 45m rope left at the cave.

Friday 29th July
Cueva del Nacimiento- Parting Friends Sump.
JD, MR
JD, An early start for a day’s caving in Tresviso, we were up and packing by 1000hrs!
We woke Gay Dave and borrowed his spare light and lid for mike, also taking Dave's
preferred over-suit. Loaded up with 30m of rope, a bag of sweets, a couple wet suits,
a small semi laminated survey and two very hazy mentally logged descriptions
gathered amid the customary Tresviso heavy drinking the night before we
descended the mammoth hill to the entrance of Nacimiento.
MR, We kitted up in wetsuits at the entrance then promptly didn’t use the dinghy
and jumped straight in as it was very warm. After caving through the entrance series,
following Joe at high speed, we entered the black hole series where we found
another puddle to flounder around in to cool down. Then on up to the ramp for a
cup of water and have a quick look at the route into the dry series. We then went
back down the ramp and turned left too early and explored some 45deg slopes
upwards, then back to Clapham Junction. We followed the Wigan Pier zigzag route,
easy caving with some fixed hand lines on the awkward, slippery climbs. Got to the
stream way and followed upstream for ~100m. Low water levels although fast, noisy,
scary, tw*tty stream with a slippery ‘witches watsit’ traverse that needs re-rigging.
That leads directly to the C9 that needs bolting.
JD, We rigged the rope as a pull through as we assumed nobody would return this
year and descended the scary death water traverse back into the steamway. Easy
navigation on the return route back through to the Black Hole series and out to cool
off in the entrance pool where we met another party heading into the cave.
Knowing the route helps, but it is fairly straight forward to find. We spent in total
about three and a half hours underground so it’s not far to go, also it ought to be an
easy place to take dive gear to.
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The search for AL2 (allusion pot) continues
DH, EB, BC, RB, NB
The first main track after the zig zags was ascended. We dint find al 2 – again! The
GPS coordinates put it somewhere in space off a cliff. Another few shafts were
found on the way back to the path top all of which have been GPS'd and
photographed.

Picture: Russell Brooks surface bashing on the Sierra del a Corta (Duncan Hornby).
Death Race 2000 Camp – Dinosaur Aven beyond Die Hard
MA, DP, AR
Excited at the prospect of my first underground camping trip, we finally set off to
Agua at the very early and keen hour of 3pm. DP and AR were quicker than I was,
and so, was fairly hard going. We arrived at Death Race 2000 camp after a good 11
hours of caving. Arwel very helpfully set out getting the stove ready so we could
cook our lovely wet ration packs that we were incredibly looking forward to. At that
point, Dave and I realized that Arwel had a hot chocolate fudge cake ration pack and
were immediately consumed with jealousy. Arwel very kindly decided to share. We
then set out the sleeping bags and decided to have some sleep before a good day's
pushing.
With alarms set for 9am on Saturday morning, we didn't end up getting up until
12pm in typical caver fashion. We then decided to have a very long pushing trip to
make up for it, and so, we set out to the Dinosaur Aven so that Arwel could climb it
and see if it went anywhere. A few hours of caving later, we arrived and saw the
brew kit and part of the climbing kit set out at the bottom, with some rope rigged
going to the top of where the previous climbing party had reached. Arwel set off on
the ropes to see what the top was like and to find the rest of the climbing kit, which
we prayed was at the top.
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Whilst Arwel went off, Dave decided to get the brew kit going so that we could start
cooking some food. As the kettle/pot boiled, Dave went to lower the flame, but then
proceeded to knock the kettle and spill boiling water over me, thankfully only over
my left side due to my cat like reflexes and fear of water. Dave set out to brew again,
and once again, managed to knock the kettle off and spill some more boiling water
on me, almost seemingly on purpose. Third time lucky, and with Dave chanting to
himself the sacred mantra of “Hold the pot, hold the pot, hold the pot” the kettle
was successfully brought to a stable boil.
Arwel then returned, and after a quick bite to eat, he and I set out to start climbing
this aven, with me on dutiful belay duty. The first 10m ledge was mostly free climbed
by Arwel very quickly, just as I got myself comfortable on the nice dry ledge. Arwel
then put some bolts in at the top of the ledge and I jugged up to belay from the
second (smaller and wetter) ledge. From what we could see, the direction we were
going in originally didn't go anywhere, and so, Arwel decided to climb around an
arête to see what was around the corner. After some hours of climbing, Arwel
arrived at the arête, but it was all too crumbly and loose to climb on. Dave then
arrived on the scene (after a “brief” kip) and shined his brilliant and delicate light in
the direction of the original climb (which we have earlier decided was dead). With
the stronger light, we could see that there was actually a fairly obvious crack that
would be good to aim for. Arwel carried on climbing, with Dave and I shuffling left
and right to avoid the falling rocks. Some hours later, Arwel arrived at the crack, and
it seemed to be very tight to go through. It was then about 3:30am and so we
decided to survey it, and then head back to camp, leading to about 30m of elevation
and an 18-20-hour day.
After dinner and sleep, there was much discussion over whether we were going to
push for another day or start heading back. Due to lack of clear memory and
communication, we were not sure what the plan was for people on the surface and
when people were coming down. That combined with how knackered I was lead to
the decision that we were to start heading out, and to leave the crack for the next
team. Personally, I was pleased with that decision (secretly Dave and Arwel were as
well). On arrival at the surface, Arwel showed beautiful photos of the exciting lead
and inspired the team to keep pushing. Excitement at level 9.
Saturday 30th July
Cueva del Nacimiento- Parting Friends Sump.
JD – Description of route to Parting Friends

JD, GD

Cave in to Black Hole Chamber. As the passage drops over a large stone into a
roomier area before climbing up to Clapham Junction turn right and follow the open
obvious large black passageway. Pass two pots on the left (which both head back to
the main stream, the first to an outflowing sump and is called Wigan Pier sump?), a
small pool 3x4m is encountered. Traverse around the pool then climb up on the
opposite side to continuing large passage. Follow the open main passageway until it
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becomes smaller and splits with various drips coming in. (two small passages left
here lead to static sumps). Turn around and retrace your steps a few meters around a
corner until a 1m diameter tube heads up (marked by a silver chocolate wrapper) just
left of the main way in. A big step is needed to enter the tube, and it is currently
identified with a KitKat wrapper. Follow the tube to a hand line up and over slippery
moon milk and then follow another hand line above (various passages link to provide
annoying circles in this area). Continue on the obvious main passage past a few other
small moon milk climbs until a larger passage is met at a T junction with a small mud
cairn on the right. Left goes via some crawls to re-join above the firsthand line, but
the way on is right past another moon milk climb to a lake with a tensioned rope
going through this at roof height. Unfortunately, this is the way on (but is perched
and could be syphoned from the far side!) and leads to the head of a descending
climb in a tube. Follow this, then the roar of the water to hit an impressive 2m
diameter stream way, with as much water in it as the entrance series! It’s scary!
It is +/- 1 hour from the entrance to the stream way, although can be done in less
time when you exit with your tail between your legs. Follow up stream and change to
the right of the water when possible to reach better rock. When it is no longer
possible to walk along then a nasty traverse must be made, there is evidence of old
traverse lines in place but they are destroyed by the water. Above the traverse you
reach the C9, this can be partially climbed easily then the last bit looks scary.

Picture: Gareth Davies approaching Parting Friends, Cueva del Nacimiento (Joe
Daniels).
GD - After entering the cave with an almighty hangover, Joe and I spent an hour
caving to the stream way. It's very impressive with a large volume of water flowing
down the stream way. After an entertaining travel up the stream I tried to free climb
the waterfall prior to the supposed 9m climb to the sump. After losing my handhold
and balance I was swept down the river, getting dragged under the surface and got
caught into a pot and Joe was able to grab my hand and drag me out, rather stunned
and wanting to go home. Rather than attempt to finish the job we headed back to
the surface much relieved but battered and bruised.
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Consort Hall Camp – Wet Aven & Ramp Re-Rig (30/07/2016)
SD, DW, EB, UA
DW (Wet Aven Climb) – Day 1 consisted of entering Agua (in the late afternoon) and
proceeding immediately to camp without any plans to push any leads that day. After
a good long kip at Consort Hall all four of us set off for the Wet Aven with somewhat
more weighty bags than would prove necessary. After arriving we split into two
teams; myself and UA would climb the aven whilst SD and EB would set about rerigging the ramps below (see report below).
I had with me my 14.4V Makita with two batteries and 30m of static along with the
usual aid climbing accoutrements. After getting UA comfortable on the large stal
penis to belay (a crash course in Gri-gri use appeared adequate) I began climbing
from where SD had left off a few days earlier. Being very much a novice climber
progress was slow and crappy mud/moon milk covered walls really didn't help. After
about 3 hours of climbing I had probably only made about 6 metres of progress.
Bolting my way around an overhanging clump of flowstone had wasted time and
power also. I bolted a quick Y-hang with what battery power was left (my batteries
only get about 8 bolts from a full charge and we'd drilled a few holes earlier for the
traverse around the wet aven) and UA and I returned to find SD and EB trying to
keep warm in the bothy.
The climb was left in an easily free climbable rift with good naturals. I had every
intention of going back this expedition to finish off something left in such an inviting
state!
SD (Ramp Re-Rig) – After re-packing the bags at the bottom of the Wet Aven Emma
and I descended back down Beast's Ramp and uncoiled the c.120m of rope we had
brought in. On our way to the Wet Aven we had all team members take a 'best
guess' at pitch lengths on Satan's Ramp to aid with any re-rigging. We decided to
have a crack at re-rigging the top three pitches of chunky mud-soaked 11mm with a
single length of 56m (10mm) and fortunately made it down with a small coil (3-4m)
to spare. The 11mm rope was then taken back up to the base of the Wet Aven to rig
a small traverse around the pots immediately beneath the climb and continue the
fixed-aid as a hand-line to the head of Beast's Ramp. The remaining 11mm
(approximately 30m) was taken back to the Consort Hall camp and dumped with the
rest of the redundant rope.
At the end of a 12-hour day we descended down to Green Domino on the new slicker
rope and continued back to Consort Hall as the 'Quattro Amigos'. Whilst back at
camp we were met at 1am by the Death Race camping team (DP, AR & MA) who
were returning back to the surface with their body clocks clearly out of sync. After a
quick chat and a warm cup of tea we say our farewells and they continued on an
early morning mission out to fresh air.
On Monday morning we proceeded with stripping down camp, leaving behind one
sleeping bag and the camp first aid kit. After a leisurely exit from the cave we resurfaced at 1700 to a lovely cool summers evening.
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Whilst on our way out we crossed the next Death Race camping team of CJ, HM and
JD who were cruising through the cave with only 2 bags and who seemed to be in
considerable high spirits. After a quick chat of our recent excursions we all departed
on our merry way.
Sunday 31st July
Middle Camp
CJ, HM, MG, JG
Middle Camp 30T 0362773 4788170 1093m
T700
30T 0362289 4787482 1298m – 25m block shaft
T701
30T 0362289 4787479 1357m – 6m block shaft
Long walk around, looking at lots of wet bush (which Jason couldn't stand) but
relatively few caves. Found a couple which show cave development, however the
vast majority of entrances are chocked with leaf litter after a few meters. Not an
area worth returning too quickly! Pleasant walking though, lots of strawberries
eaten. Sat drinking rum waiting for El Capitan to rescue us from a night in the rain.
Jason escaped a couple of times to return to the wildlife, but we managed to retrieve
him.
Team at Consort Hall – Wet Aven
EB, SD, DW, UA
After a day faff and indecision from Emma, the 'Quattro Amigos' went underground
Saturday 30th July, staying at Consort Hall. After a typical Alpine start on Sunday, the
team progressed to the Wet Aven where Dan and Usman continued the climb from
previous limit of exploration. Emma and Sam them proceeded back down towards
the head of Satan's Ramp to replace the rope on the top 3 pitches and rig a new
fixed-aid around the base of the wet aven and ramp immediately beneath.
The team spent a second night at Consort Hall on Sunday night to strip the camp on
Monday morning before venturing back to daylight. The camp has been left with
only one sleeping bag and the first aid kit to be retrieved.
SD – we re-rigged the top 3 pitches of Satan's Ramp with a 57m rope. The mud
sodden 11mm was taken back up to the bottom of the Wet Aven where we rigged a
traverse line around the pots at the base of the aven, with the fixed-aid continuing to
a hand line down the ramp leading to the top of Beast's Ramp.
Cueva del Marniosa
DH, BC
BC and DH completed the rigging in the stream way to the pool just upstream of the
sump. Dive cylinders were brought into the cave as far as the final pitch down into
the main stream.
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Picture: Bob Clay rigging Cueva de la Marniosa stream way (Duncan Hornby).

Picture: Duncan Hornby upstream of sump 1 in Cueva de la Marniosa (Bob Clay).
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Monday 1st August
Cueva del Marniosa
Suunto Ambit Altitudes
Marniosa entrance = 950m
Stream (bottom of pitch) = 770m
Chamber / bend in road = 800m
Hall of Mountain King = 850m

PW, DC, FM

Just up valley from Agua is Cueva del Marniosa, a 4k+ system that is probably
hydrologically connected (although never proven) to Agua. A number of pitches and
decorated chambers lead to the main steamway. Plans had been made this year to
dive the downstream sump (approximately 20m long) with a view to look at an
unclimbed aven just beyond the sump. The diving bottles had previously been left
near the steamway and a team of myself, Dave Collins and Fernando (President of
the A.D.KAMI club and recently arrived from Madrid) had intended to take the
bottles further into the cave, ready for a dive. However, plans changed the night
before and the dive was cancelled. The trip was altered to bring the bottles out and
also take some time to look upstream in the cave.
Although heavily visited by LUSS in the 70's the description for Marniosa suggest
some possibilities for unexplored passage.
Upstream of the ladder pitch …... small inlets enter at the point of many of these falls
and often there are large black holes in the roof. Climbs in the roof of these area
many be very rewarding.
However, there is some contradictory information between reports, suggesting
these leads may have been visited but not always pushed to conclusion. On area we
wanted to visit was an unsurveyed section shown on the survey. However, other
reports suggest this was surveyed, yet no data seems to exist and not shown on the
latest surveys.
The journey up the upstream sump was very entertaining. A very nice section of
steamway, with numerous climbs out and back into the steamway. As we went
along, I noticed a lot of sections of cave (high in the roof) that are not marked on the
survey, supporting the claims in the initial reports. In particular, one section of
steamway, had a very large boulder chamber / choke above, possibly 20m high, not
marked on the survey. Any SLUGS reading? Drop me an email on any of this :-)
The upstream continuation was followed to an immense chamber, called The Hall of
the Mountain King. It consists of numerous connected avens, some with waterfalls,
others dry and could be anything from 150' high. The floor is littered with sandstone
boulders, suggesting that there is a route through to the surface nearby.
We reached the final chamber after a few hours and it was very impressive, at least 3
x 50m avens in the roof, with water coming down and very cold. One small climb /
meander leads to an aven marked in the survey, but just to one side was a tight
squeeze to a 9m pitch (not descended). Again, not shown on the survey.
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On the way back I found the passage we wanted to check out and we surveyed the
passage. By now it was getting very late and we exited the cave. On the way we
collected the dive bottles but after passing our call out time we left them behind for
another trip and exited at midnight. An enjoyable trip with some new questions
raised.
Today (1st August) was Yorkshire Day, celebrating all things Yorkshire including
famous Yorkshireman like James Henry Atkinson, the inventor of the Little Nipper
mousetrap.
Hence, we called the (new) section of cave Yorkshire Inlet and the aven, Bradford
Aven.

Picture: Cueva de la Marniosa (Russell Brooks).
Description of beyond Sump 1, Cueva de la Marniosa from Steve Jones (via text
message to JD)
Fantastic potential but a very long way to the end. Minimum 20hrs probably 30 with
pushing and exploring. Need a strong team of 3 or 4 beyond the first sump to push
on, especially if taking diving gear to the un-dived terminal sump. Long, muddy and
less than lovely trip to the first sump. Try to stay out of the river to preserve vis. First
sump is pretty easy, sharp flakes in roof at deep point so needs care with the dive
line. Then a nice river trip for a while down to a huge pot in the floor. Abseil down,
needs a rope and possibly a bolting kit. At the bottom there are a number of leads –
all flooded and never dived. You ought to find 1 or maybe 2 cylinders there belonging
to Brian Judd, they have been there a long time. Way on is up a difficult climb of
about 30m. May have a dive line hanging down near to it. We abseiled off on a five
mm dive line on the last trip in 1986. Climb stopped Judd. Needs bolts and climbing
gear and rope for the first guy. Second could prussik. Climb around the top of the pit
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till you are basically opposite the entrance passage. With a good team you could put
a Tyrolean across the gap. The passage now continues on very fragile chert ledges in
a series of rifts. Dangerous airy traversing. Rifts are unclimbed up or down. Follow
nose onwards to eventually get to railway sized tunnel where you can run on a
perfect flat floor. Whoop with joy. Huge black spaces in high level series in this area,
probably needing gear, and it totally unexplored. Finally get to crystal clear terminal
sump. Undived and visited by 2 people in history. You will not get this far on trip 1
unless you are superhuman. Took us 2 or perhaps 3 trips, any surveys (can't
remember if we did them) would be grade 2 at best. There is a load to find beyond
sump 1 in Marniosa. It's amongst the hardest, longest and most exciting caving I
have done anywhere in the world. Harder than 30 hours beyond the sump in Daren
and f*ck site more remote. It's epic caving, fill your boots.
Team to Death Race
JD, HM, CJ
Day 1 – Cheers Dave
Somehow an exuberant David Powlesland convinced us to return to Death Race.
Fearing a second monster carry in we began packing in an effort to get to camp
before midnight. Once it was realised that there was a large amount of food, metal
work and rope scattered around the further reaches of the cave, packing was over
pretty quickly: 2 baby bags shared between 3 is how exploration caving should be
done! We appreciated all the re-rigging efforts over the past 2 weeks and knowing
the route well, with minimal weight we reached the sandy shores of Death Race in 4
hours 30, pausing for a pre-stashed cabrales nugget and a tortilla in Green Domino.
Without having to fill the water, itchy feet led us to some new passage Joe’s Crack
before dinner and bed.
Joe’s Crack is a steeply descending rift found almost directly behind camp, in the
vicinity of An Evening Stroll. The rift has a constant breeze (not an Agua wind) and
the air feels fresh, although acoustics are almost non-existent. The rift soon becomes
climbing on snappy and sandy ledges. JD climbed down ~20m with CJ belaying, while
HM brewed up tea at camp. The rift turns a right angle, heading away from Death
Race, JD could see a further pitch, but having run out of rope we returned to camp
and some army rat packs. Maybe 50m surveyed?
Cueva del Nacimiento
DJC, RB, DH, NB, EM
We carried rope to replace the rope on The Ramp into Agua. Russ carried his photo
gear. Derek was after a lead in boulder hall. On the way in we were over taken by
Hannah, Chris and Joe. Took the photographers up The Ramp and a short side trip to
Stalagmite Chamber, then onto boulder hall. Duncan got me to wave his torch
around under the climb to Brian Baru's place. Duncan and Derek then went off to
look at the lead. Derek descended a bit too far and had to climb back up, then got
scared traversing across the top of the ramp come pitch- it was calcite on mud. Left
the rope there intending to return. Russ and co took photos at the top of Boulder
Hall (but not of Boulder Hall; not enough light) then went onto The Ramp where they
replaced the rope on The Ramp. Much swearing was heard as the rope was very
twisted. Once the ramp had fresh rope they started to photograph the pool towards
Outer Mongolia. At this point they were joined by Derek and Duncan who saw one
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person holding a cup in the pool. After a few shots the subject was changed and a
few shots of The Ramp were taken. Russ and co then went off towards the exit and
Duncan and Derek surveyed the passage past Bondi Beach (it wasn't on the survey) a
few side passages were noted, but it was assumed that they had already been
followed, after about 80m the passage was heading upwards and was going to get
tight so we decided to stop surveying. We headed out.
We met up with the photographers in the steamway and continued out. The five of
us took some photo's in the entrance passage (between the entrance and the rope
climb down) and then moved onto photograph the entrance pool. We think we
need more flash to photo the entrance pool well.
Tuesday 2nd August
Correct co-ordinates for:
T5 = 30T 0364745 4790719 791m(?)
Obvious wooded depression as seen from taberna restaurant window.
T703 = 30T 0365382 4790908 826m
On walk to zig-zags. 15m pitch. Undescended. No obvious records in database. No
draught
Death Race – Cueva del Nacimiento
JD, CJ, HM
Day 2 – Golden Showers.
The large quantity of food available Death Race mainly consisted of breakfast:
Breakfast was muesli, lunch was rat pack porridge, dinner was rat pack vegetarian
breakfast.
Over the pitch series and down to the traverse, a route down to Death Race was
noted on the near side of the traverse. Estimated to require 60m+ of rope and 10-15
maillons a downwards traverse could be made from the ‘entrance’ side of the
traverse to the start of the ropes out of Death Race. Removing the tight pitches and
a good portion of prussiking. The rope could be reclaimed from the upper pitch
series, if there are no open leads (not sure, speak too Milky and Rob).
Feeling fresh from the easy trip in and a good night’s sleep, wind hunting began on
the far side of the traverse. Several ramps, climbs and squeezes were noted on the
way in, one was climbed easily to Sand or Smeg chamber – a large, but short lived
passage consisting of a collapse at both ends. It also looked possible to push a short
climb into a rift above the Die Hard meander, which is guessed to pop out at the
Dinosaur Aven, not attempted.
Arwel’s high point in the Dinosaur Aven was reached, followed by some hammering
and SRT yoga to reach the pitch head / toilet, much to JD’s appreciation. The
meander continued tight for minimal meters until a constriction was met. Calling on
the dwarf folk, CJ retreated to let HM get stuck instead. HM retreated. CJ, HM and JD
said fuck this and all retreated.
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The Dinosaur Aven is still rigged, with a double bolted re-belay positioned in a useful
place for traversing back into the main aven, which is still on-going and dry. It is
hoped a more suitable toilet will be located at the top.
As the day was still young, it was decided to head back and re-rig the Death Race
traverse for easier progress next year. Whilst sorting kit, a squeeze was spotted,
bashed open and entered to the base of a rift with calcite mushrooms, ~15m high.
HM free-climbed the rift, I am not into Yoga, continuing past the supposed roof to a
total height of 60m. The top was on-going, but tight, with no draft, not really a lead!
The ropes were pulled down to a ledge with 2 side passages, the 1st ended quickly
whilst the 2nd was excitedly pushed back to the known passage. After completing the
survey and de-rig we headed back to camp.
Cueva del Nacimiento
RB, NB, EM, DC, DH
RB, NB, EM, DC and DH entered the system with several goals. Whilst DC and DH
explored a lead off Boulder Hall the rest of the team headed back to the entrance
taking photos and then replaced the aging rope on the Ramp.

Picture: Formations near Boulder Hall on the way to Tea chamber. (Duncan
Hornby)
DC and DH eventually caught up with the rest at Clapham Junction and whilst they
headed out taking more photos DC and DH did some surveying at Clapham Junction
following the passage that leads under the ramp.
Wednesday 3rd August
Death Race 2000 – Cueva del Nacimiento
JD, CJ, HM
Day 3
Steady trip out, re-rigging was once again appreciated. A tasty tortilla was eaten in
Green Domino to the smell of crumbled cabrales. 2 sleeping bags and full kitchen set
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up (minus stove) left in to ease camp set up for the next trip. Joe impressed some
Spanish lass with a spectacular swan diving out of the dingy into entrance pool.
Emerged in time to catch some rays, have some tasty beer in the river and some
tasty gin in the bar before heading to the exped meal.
Cueva de la Cuesta
(Cueva del Valledal)
FF
Coord: (WGS84) 30T 0365351 4791266 1080m.
Comments: No old marks or previous references. Description is not consistent with
No.3.C.23. (In the same area).
Location. Follow the path PR.PNPE-29 to San Esteban, starting behind of Tresviso
church. 15 min after, will leave a couple of “cabanas” to the right. Ten minutes later
arrive to the view point with two seats and a way marker of the path. The PR.PNPE29 path from here is steep and downs quickly.
At this point turn 90 degrees towards North and 300m length and 120 m high you'll
find the entrance at the base of the cliff.
Recommended to start climbing slope from the cabanas, to more comfortable
ascend.
Entrance description: A triangular evident hole, looking towards south 3 m base and
3 m high. Only visible when you are close.
Cave description: An old cheese cave deteriorated by visitors and full of debris,
rotten wood, metals, etc. An entrance chamber 8 m diameter, and 8 m high, used to
keep the animals, with evidences of fireplace, and several formations, some of them
recently broken.
On the west side of the chamber, there is a 30m length gallery, decorated with
formations, which finally ends with no way on. One example of common salamander
was found inside a hole of this passage.
At the right side of the entrance chamber, there's a wall made with rocks. Metal bars
cover part of this area, and traversing a former door, led to a slope and the main
gallery. At the beginning there is a 10m pitch, not descended.
The main gallery has evidences of shelves for the cheese and several formations. At
the end, a flowstone ascended to the east before the passage turns 90 degrees. In
this point there is a not descended 8 m pitch.
For 65m there are several formations and more cheese rotten wooden shelves.
Cueva del Marniosa
PW, EB, MG, BC
Massive hangover again. Couple of hours sweating buckets in Marniosa. Down to
stream and then retrieved diving bottles on way back.
Cueva del Nacimiento Howling Hole and Beyond
DP, SD, DW
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SD – We departed Tresviso at 22:15, leaving our comrades at the bar, to start our
overnight trip. Our objectives include:
Investigate any leads above Howling Hole.
Return to I Love Horses and explore an open lead beyond the constriction.
Retrieve the last of the camping gear left at Consort Hall.
For a change we made it down to the entrance of Agua in a non-sticky mess, having
thoroughly enjoyed the cool night air. We quickly got changed and entered the cave
not long after 23:30 and swiftly advanced to Hole in The Wall.
Rather than risking getting our toes wet for no reason, we decided to go have a look
at Howling Hole and any potential leads above. Leaving our rigging bags behind we
proceeded up a short 15m pitch rigged from previous expeditions and found passage
of significant size and character. Before long we had found Howling Hole and sent
down our ferret Dan-wise to have a look. He returned and confirmed that the
constriction was too small (approximately 3 x 8 inches) to continue as a lead without
significant chemical persuasion.
We continued back up the ramping passage above and found the previous limit of
exploration, presumably reached during the 1970s. A small inclined crawl through
moonmilk seemed the least desirable of the 2 leads, clearly showing the distinct
signs of struggle made during the original exploration.
The second, and more inviting lead, was a climb leading up smooth calcite deposits.
There were signs of previous attempts and clambering up the climb, however the
mud prints stopped after the first couple of metres.
Having found a reasonable lead to progress with we descended back down the
passage to retrieve our bags. The moonmilk covered pitch was first descended by
DW who heroically saved SD and DP the hassle and carried all three laden bags on his
own. Dan wise-the-brave ascended the pitch demonstrating his full repertoire
expletives.
Dave racked up and started the climb comprising both mixed and aid techniques. He
made reasonable progress proving that even if he could not walk-the-walk he could
most definitely make all the lead climbing noises, from silence to screams, from
squeals to heavy breathing.
After approximately 8m he broke through into a small 'lobster pot' of 3m in height.
The pot was formed in sandstone and we were clearly now into different geological
strata. DP and SD took it in turns to come up with inventive ways to clamber out.
After an hour of poor bolt placements, questionable naturals and inspiring yoga
moves DP finally popped out.
The top of the pot consisted of a small calcite ledge with a low crawl through to
another small chamber. The crawl was unfortunately blocked by a number of
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helicities which needed to be removed before progress could continue. DP felt far
too guilty to remove enough of them so I took control of the bolting hammer.
Boom, boom, smash, smash, clatter, clatter, ting, ting, tong. The helicities went ping
off the wall. Dan was there with his maniacal smile gaining the satisfaction of
destroying thousands of years old cave. Dan wise the meander specialist squeezed
through and Dave begged him not to break off the final, foot-long, beautiful shard.
Dan wise poked his snoz into a little calcite chamber, a helictite gallery just as before.
“Bwarrrrqqu!!” he said, “there be moths in 'ere”. This was a good sign! It meant we
were getting closer to the surface, which was obvious as we were going upwards.
Dan wise popped around the corner and the chamber died. Just like the moths. At
one stage there almost certainly would have been navigable cave, however, the
great big bit of calcite is in the way. There was a slight draft in the chamber and as
often found with helictite passages it was dry. The climb and final chamber was
named I Hate Moonmilk after Dan’s hatred of the moon and milk.
Lead dead, let the surveying begin.
The previous survey of the Howling Hole area was from the 1970s, the team had to
survey the whole area to gather the data to tie into the 2011 survey. Dan wise on the
Disto, Dave on book and Sam on stove (with tea towel of power). We surveyed from
the climb to the howling hole (which was indeed howling) and then back down the
moonmilk crap to Hole in the Wall.
12-hour trip, 200+ metres surveyed with 80 metre height gain from Hole in the Wall..
Not a bad night’s work. I Hate Moonmilk done. I Love Horses to be continued.
Thursday 4th August 2016
Cueva del Valledal
Explored and surveyed. All leads closed down

PW, NB, RB, BC

Friday 5th August 2016
T47b
PW, RB
Frustrating search for T47b. Sweep from floor of Sobra Valley up the side of the
mountain, to level of cliff. No sites of any interest found! Suggest exploring via walk
to end of Valdelafuente and down.
Pozo Natacha
DP, SD, UA, AO
SD - We were treated to a shortened walk to the cave entrance courtesy of our
chauffeur Uncle Phil, who had kindly dropped us off at the White House. JD then
acted as a guide through the treacherous terrain, kindly taking us on a detoured
routed to the mine entrance.
Alberto, having forgot his wet socks, decided to brave the knee-high water in the
entrance adit with only his bare feet in an effort to keep his wellies and socks dry. His
slow progress and sharp squeals were received with laughter by the rest of the team
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who had progressed through with the 'sod-it' approach. However, as the rest of the
group would soon find out, Alberto had made a rather wise move and was able to
feel his toes for the next 9 hours, whilst young Usman lost all sensation below his
knees.
It was not long before we came to sympathise with the difficulties previous teams
had come to face with when rigging. The rigging topo bared little resemblance,
enough that I began to question if we were actually in the right pot……
We soon reached the limit of the 2016 rigging and Dave took the lead and quickly
began dropping the next shaft. A P25 & P15 absorbed a 64m rope length,
demonstrating the apparent in-accuracies in the survey. As we progressed down we
saw little evidence of the previous pushing trips through the 1980's, occasionally
coming across single spit placements. It was evident that the 'old boys' were
significantly braver and more confident than us, having most likely free-climbed
several of the short pitches through meanders and rifts.
The rigging topo noted that the next pitch series comprised a P12, P7 and P25, and
then we would only have a short P8 pitch to drop before the constriction. We still
had three ropes of 45m, 15m and 10m but started to feel like we may come up
short.
We continued rigging, soon having to tie the 15m in the 45m before reaching a freehanging pitch head where we could see the floor of a shaft. In an act of desperation,
we tied in our final 10m rope before dropping the rope. With our fingers crossed
with waited in anticipation for the rope to either hit the deck or fall short.
Unfortunately, it was the latter, and after quick abseil we had to come to terms with
that fact that we were probably only 3m to 5m off the floor. Gutting!
Having left the cave rigged, minus the first pitch, a team returning in 2017 would
only have to take a 50m and 30m rope (with a knife), and they would be able to
(probably) reach the 1980's limit of exploration. It is recommended that a 50m rope
is taken to replace the 45m, removing the knot pass, and freeing the 45m to drop the
pitch the 2016 team came up short on. The 30m can then drop the final P8.
Furthermore, there is air movement in the cave and the air temperature is “bloody
freezing”, hopefully a good sign. Even if the constriction is a no go, then we are
confident that there are several more leads worth a look at.
Cueva del Nacimiento - Wet Aven
AR, DW
DW – After originally planning to visit I Love Horses as a token small person I felt it
more sensible to find someone to climb with as I'm not the only midget in the world!
As AR had done some climbing in the aven a few years earlier he was keen to return
so after a few beers we planned what would need to be an early start as AR needed
to leave the hill at 8am the next day for his holiday to the Berger. Our 10am planned
start turned very quickly into a midday start (I really don't do mornings).
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As a team of only two with light bags we made quick progress and reached the aven
in about three and a half hours. The slimy avens being almost pleasant without
having to drag a dead weight along with you. As AR is an actual climber I elected to
belay as I would have only made an arse of it. Now that the climb was well above the
stal penis we moved the belay point up into the base of the rift and I could
comfortably stand and be in easy speaking distance. AR chimped up the final part of
the aven in no time and was surprised I'd left it so easy. Within only ten minutes the
tail of the 30m rope left from the last trip had been used up by a short pitch and a
traverse line through the 'rift' above. We were now already out of rope and I'd
wished I hadn't said there was enough left!
AR quickly found that although the rift terminated and one end the other broke out
into another aven approximately 10m high, 3m wide and 5m long – an exciting find! I
climbed the last of the rope and joined him to discuss how he intended to climb it.
The first few metres were easily free climbed with some 'interesting' natural belays.
After this easy section the walls become slick with mud and AR was forced to do
some bolting. His 5mm concrete bolts were fast to put in but shortly after placing a
couple his only drill bit snapped forcing him to resort too normal 8mm thru-bolts.
After reaching the top of this aven he found another two small pots which were also
easily climbed. At this point we were down to the last few metres of dynamic but a
constriction into the next pot stopped him from continuing any further anyway.
AR donated his climbing rope to the cause and after chucking in a quick Y-hang we
made our retreat. A 3-hour return trip to the surface made for lovely trip and we
were back well in time for the bar. The ongoing lead requires some vertical capping
of a small amount of calcite and is unfortunately drippy as the route now re-joins the
water. AR claimed that he can feel air movement at this point and the chamber
beyond is large enough that it is quite echoey – potentially another 10m aven…
Cueva del Nacimiento - I Love Horses
NB, HM, MA
We went to I Love Horses with the intention of exploring beyond a squeeze. Hannah
went on ahead and placed the first bolt beyond the squeeze whilst Nic and Mesh
caught up. Mesh then went to collect the first aid kit and fill up on water whilst Nic
and Hannah prepared to climb. Nic couldn't fit through the squeeze so belayed
Hannah from just behind it while she climbed 11m to the top of the aven where it
concluded. The horses are dead.
Hannah surveyed the final leg then pulled through the rope. She then de-rigged the
top 2 pitches of I Love Horses on our way out leaving the bottom 2 pitches in as it
was too snaggy to de-rig.
The mouldy dynamic half rope from the top 2 pitches of I Love Horses was left at the
top of the pitch to Consort Hall along with a 45m static. Hannah ran ahead on the
way out and replaced the rope of the pitch closest for Brian Baru’s Place.
The first aid kit from Consort Hall was taken out of the cave along with the Rescue kit
from Clapham Junction and Derek’s SRT kit and a bolting kit.
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Saturday 6th August
Cowshead Cavern
PW, AO
Very quick trip to Cowshead, to show Alberto the cave in general and out of
curiosity. Cowshead is over 3km long (via a lot of sumps) but lies on the opposite
side of the valley to Marniosa and Nacimiento. The North side of the Sobra Valley
and along to La Mesa, above Tresviso, is either lacking in any caves or has been
totally explored and not documented.
It takes about 20 minutes to get to the first sump, which we did after some faffing
around the actual ‘cowshead’ to take pictures and panic about the state of the
boulder chokes.
A small sandy dig to the right of the sump (high level window passage) was explored.
A concerted effort here with a lot of people might pay off. Most likely a flood
overflow for the sump, but it has characteristics of a blocked u-bend passage, so
might open up into passage at the side of the sump. Start would need digging to
make more space to attack the actual sand. Digging would be at 45-degree angle
(downwards).
A few climbs in the area were also attempted, one leading to quite a lot of ‘new’ /
unsurveyed passage, but heading back towards entrance.
Other interesting climbs noted at the obvious area of breakdown in the steamway
(before river bends right, if heading upstream)
Sunday 7th August
DP, SD, DW, EB – leave
San Carlos, Samelar
PW, HM, NB, RB
Walk up to San Carlos, via the Sara depression, logging a few sites for updating logs.
Sara Depression
• T?85
0361937 4784763 2066m
• S1
0361922 4784771 2057
• 2.33
0361767 4785079 1881m
• No marking (spit) 0361712 4785093 1860
• 2.31
0361681 4785100 1845
• 2.36
0361795 4785032 1911
• T231
still on GPS
General Notes:
Equipment left in blue barrel (Tresviso)
3x 10m 10mm rope
17m 10mm rope
57m (DJC) 10mm rope
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44m (DJC) 10mm rope
60m 10mm rope
27m 10mm rope
58m 10mm rope
21m 10mm rope
Dinghy
Pump
Various gloves
Ration packs (15?)
Equipment left at Die Hard traverses
20x hangers, maillons and bolts
9x hangers, maillons
10 thru bolts
35m dynamic
35m static 9mm
15m static 9mm
5m x 5mm cord
Equipment left at Consort Hall (2/08/2016)
1 x tentative
4 x roll mats
2x survival bags
1x foil blanket
1x water carrier
20m dynamic
40m x 9mm static
60m dynamic (to be binned)
Equipment left at Death Race 2000 (08/08/2016)
1 x 15m static rope
1 x tape measure
30 8mm bolts
2 x candles
1l petrol
3x 2l water bottles
1 x 500ml water bottle
1 x small gas
1 x toilet roll
2 x sleeping bags
7 x roll mats
2 x water carriers
1 x large dry bag
1 x bowl
5 x cups
3 x spoons
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2 x pans (no lids)
1 x toothpaste
1.5 x hand gel
3 x lighters
1 x 450g gas (large)
Washing line
150g milk powder
12 x tea bags
10 x cup a soup
4 x MOD ration packs
Some coffee
5 x noodles
2 x custard
2 x mystery tins
5 x cereal bars
Some borsh
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